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SHIPSUPPORT.COM:
Set Sail for a Maritime E-Commerce Future
About ShipSupport

The idea

Setting sail

ShipSupport is a Netherlands-based
corporate start-up, powered by Royal
IHC. Their ambition is to become the
leading e-commerce platform for the
global maritime industry. They believe
ordering spare parts for vessels and
dredgers should be a simple and efficient process, with transparent pricing
and delivery, available at all times and
accessible around the globe.
www.shipsupport.com

In 2016 Royal IHC, a multinational shipbuilder and
service provider in the maritime market, was looking
for new business opportunities. “The offline way of
working no longer fit the market’s need”, Maaike De
Rover, Manager ShipSupport explains. Dealing with
a product-focused market asked for some heavy impact changes. “We were far from flexible and quick.
The offerings in the market we are are mainly focused
on service by phone and e-mail,” continues De Rover.
“We decided to dive deep into the online opportunities.” With the support of Royal IHC, she and her team
started to work on a corporate start-up to service the
entire maritime segment: a potential of a multimillion
euro market.

In a surrounding which is reluctant to change, but at
the same time requires innovation, a first outline for the
online platform was created. Customers, partners, suppliers: everyone had to be on board. One of the main
challenges was the size and impact of an eventual
launch. It was not an option to launch the platform in
only one country or one region, for all of the customers operate internationally, and so a regional approach
wouldn’t suit the purposes. Engaging suppliers in the
process had been very important, too, as the web shop
offers more than 200,000 products (and counting),
large and small.

Building the framework
Getting the project started meant to create streamlined, standardized processes. ShipSupport soon realized the need for a technical platform that would fulfill
their needs and but would allow to stay flexible. After
the consultation of the report on B2B Commerce Suites
of Forrester Research and studying referrals, Intershop’s
B2B commerce software was chosen, for its out-ofthe-box B2B-functionality, scalability, and the ability
to adapt to future demands. The implementation was
done by partner Evident, who have an impressive track
record in B2B commerce. With a technical platform that
covered the complex needs of ShipSupport, the team
could focus on challenges regarding the offer of products, logistical solutions, legal requirements, consumer
service levels and more.

SHIPSUPPORT ONLINE SHOP

A festive launch
In February 2018, ShipSupport started a small-sized
pilot. This way, they could test features such as the
elaborate product search, and could fine-tune options
for logistic challenges. On November 2nd, 2018, the enhanced platform was festively launched. But this is not
the end. The team at ShipSupport.com now focuses on
improving the platform and attracting new audiences.
“We are already working on a warranty platform, and
we are adding a new feature for the creation of a full
self-service platform.” At the same time, they will remain close to their customers, as the maritime oil and
gas market is completely different from the dredging
industry – which they both plan to address: the ultimate goal is to service the maritime market as a whole,
from dredging vessels up to inland, oil and gas, navy
and commercial vessels.

“ShipSupport had many innovative and manifold demands for their B2B web
shop. However, Intershop feels very comfortable in these types of complex B2B
commerce environments. Especially managing the elaborate product data
structure and findability of the different kind of (tailored) ships made it challenging to meet the demands of the project. Our business partner Evident handled
this very well. Now ShipSupport benefits from the extensive B2B functionality of
the Intershop Commerce Suite, making it easy to manage their new business
centrally while offering it globally.”
Roelof Swiers, Country Manager Benelux at Intershop
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